Correction: A vessel subtype beneficial for osteogenesis enhanced by strontium-doped sodium titanate nanorods by modulating macrophage polarization

Shuo Guo,†a Dongmei Yu,†b Xin Xiao,†a Wenwen Liu,†a Zhigang Wu,ac Lei Shi,†a Quanming Zhao,†a Di Yang,†d Yajie Lu,†a Xinghui Wei,†a Zhen Tang,†a Ning Wang,†a Xiaokang Li,*a Yong Han,*b and Zheng Guo*†a


In the original manuscript the co-first authors were not annotated. The correctly annotated author list is:

“Shuo Guo,†a Dongmei Yu,†b Xin Xiao,†a Wenwen Liu,†a Zhigang Wu,ac Lei Shi,†a Quanming Zhao,†a Di Yang,†d Yajie Lu,†a Xinghui Wei,†a Zhen Tang,†a Ning Wang,†a Xiaokang Li,*a Yong Han,*b and Zheng Guo*†a”, as shown above.

The Royal Society of Chemistry apologises for these errors and any consequent inconvenience to authors and readers.

† Co-first authors; * Corresponding authors.
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